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Modeling of Surface Acoustic Wave Strain Sensors
using Coupling-of-Modes Analysis

Brian Mc Cormack, Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Dermot Geraghty, and Margaret O’Mahony

Abstract—Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices may be
configured as strain sensors, providing passive, wireless strain
measurement in demanding conditions. A key consideration is
the modeling of the sensors, enabling different device designs
to be considered. This paper presents a simulation scheme
using Coupling-of-Modes (COM) analysis which allows both
the frequency response of a SAW strain sensor and its bias
sensitivity to be evaluated. Example applications are presented
to demonstrate the use of the model.

Index Terms—Coupled mode analysis, strain measurement,
surface acoustic wave devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

S
URFACE Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices have been used

for many years in RF communications as filters and delay

lines. In recent times, their potential as wireless sensors has

begun to be exploited [1]. Applications in torque measurement

[2] and automotive monitoring [3], [4] (among other fields)

have demonstrated their superiority over traditional sensor

solutions. The passive, wireless nature of the devices is a key

advantage not only in improving current measurement systems

but also in enabling new applications which were previously

impractical or impossible.

An important issue with SAW sensors is the modeling of the

sensor response both to the interrogation signal and to applied

biases (mechanical, electrical, magnetic etc.). As illustrated

above, SAW devices are increasingly being used in wireless

multi-sensor systems, where both the identity and measurand

of each device must be uniquely determined. The simulation

of such systems therefore requires both the detailed frequency

response of a given sensor (for identification purposes) and its

sensitivity to biases. Such modeling allows individual sensor

designs to be evaluated at the design stage, and can also be

used to estimate the behavior of the measurement system as a

whole.

The accurate simulation of any SAW device is dependent

upon knowledge of both the general wave behavior and the

influence of the device’s structures (IDTs, reflector gratings

etc.) on these waves. Surface waves propagating in biased

piezoelectric substrates may be considered as small fields

superposed on biased electroelastic media [5]; this approach
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was first applied to surface waves subject to biasing stresses

[6]. The effect of arbitrary (possibly inhomogeneous) small

biases may be evaluated using a perturbation procedure [7].

This technique has been used to investigate a variety of biases

on SAW device performance (e.g., [8], [9]), including a recent

study on the pressure and temperature sensitivities of different

piezoelectric substrates and cuts [10].

A wide variety of device models have been used to simulate

the transduction and reflection of surface waves by SAW

device structures [11], [12]. SAW sensors for strain or pressure

measurement frequently use thin-film resonant designs with

Rayleigh waves, and for these devices the Coupling-of-Modes

(COM) formulation can provide excellent predictions of the

unbiased device behavior [13]. COM modeling has recently

been introduced for multi-layer liquid [14] and pressure sen-

sors [15].

The integration of both of the general frequency response

of a sensor and its bias sensitivity in a single model would

be advantageous. For wireless SAW sensors, the measurand

is inferred from the biased frequency response of the remote

device. This response is determined by both the biased device

design (which may be deformed from its original dimensions)

and the biased surface wave; wireless interference effects

may also be significant, but are not considered in this work.

While evaluation of the wave behavior alone may be sufficient

for some SAW sensors, particularly those with non-reflective

structures, many designs also require that the biased device

behavior be simulated. This is particularly important for sensor

design, as devices optimized for resonant performance (e.g., in

substrate type, SAW propagation direction etc.) may display

suboptimal sensitivities as sensors: this will be discussed in

Section III. Another benefit of integrated models is the ease

with which they can be used as components within multi-

sensor simulations. The effect of arbitrary biases (within

the model’s definition) may be easily applied within such

simulations, allowing the evaluation of the sensor response(s)

within the measurement system. For example, the achiev-

able sensor resolution within a noisy RF channel could be

evaluated. Conversely, the same integrated model could be

used during the sensor design stage to optimize sensitivity

to particular biases. This could be useful, for example, where

the measurands are small or high selectivity is required.

This paper demonstrates how COM analysis can be used

as an integrated modeling tool for SAW strain sensors [16].

The COM formulation is introduced in Section II, while the

model parameters are discussed in Section III. An example

application is given in Section IV to demonstrate the use of
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the model, while conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. COM MODEL

COM analysis may be used to model wave propagation in

many types of periodic media [17]. It describes the interaction

between incident and reflected waves in a perturbed region: for

SAW devices this coupling normally occurs in IDT and reflec-

tor grating structures. The formulation has several advantages

over other techniques for sensor modeling:

• Transparent, modular structure: COM offers arguably

the most natural approach to SAW sensor modeling,

representing the device response in terms of wave cou-

pling rather than discrete components, as is the case

with equivalent circuits [18]. This is especially true for

resonant devices, where the interactions between incident

and reflected SAW are crucial to device operation. Its

modular structure allows different device configurations

to be easily tested.

• Accurate simulation of narrowband devices: many mod-

ern SAW sensors are implemented as narrowband

Rayleigh wave devices with weak coupling, and the COM

approach is very accurate for these components.

• Small computational requirements: in many cases analyt-

ical solutions can be obtained for device parameters, thus

enabling the fast processing of simulations.

The primary disadvantage is one shared with other phe-

nomenological models, namely that accurate independent pa-

rameters are required: these will be discussed in Section III. In

a narrow frequency range around the nominal center frequency

f0 = v/2p of a SAW structure, the wave fields at position x1

along the propagation direction may be approximated by [13]:

dR(x1)

dx1
= −iδR(x1) + iκS(x1) + iαV

dS(x1)

dx1
= −iκ∗R(x1) + iδS(x1) − iα∗V

dI(x1)

dx1
= −2iα∗R(x1) − 2iαS(x1) + iωCV

(1)

In the coupled equations above, R(x1) and S(x1) are

the slowly-varying wave fields, I(x1) is the IDT current,

δ = 2π(f − f0)/v − iγ is the detuning parameter, ω is

the angular frequency and V is the applied voltage. The

remaining variables represent the parameters which must be

independently determined:

• The effective SAW velocity v
• The SAW attenuation γ
• The electrode reflectivity κ
• The transduction coefficient α
• The capacitance C

Asterisks in the above variables denote complex conju-

gation. Fig. 1 shows some of the above quantities, with

ψ+(x1) = R(x1)e
−iπx1/p and ψ−(x1) = S(x1)e

iπx1/p de-

noting the counter-propagating waves. For general structures

the independent COM parameters are functions of position,

but for the uniform structures used in this work they may

be treated as constants. In such cases, the behavior of each

p

V

x1

I(x1)

ψ− ψ+

Fig. 1. IDT with COM wave parameters

structure at its acoustic ports x1 = b1 and x1 = b2 may be

described using a P-matrix [19]:
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Expressions for the P-matrix elements are provided in [13],

with alternative formulations given in [20]. The P-matrices of

individual structures can then be cascaded to find the overall

device response. For example, the total admittance Y = G+iB
of a 1-port resonator with arbitrary P-matrix elements using

cascading and reciprocity relations may be found from:
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0
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(3)

The r superscript refers to the P-matrix elements of the re-

flector gratings; all others belong to the IDT. The Y expression

in (3) can be evaluated analytically for bidirectional structures,

enabling very fast calculation of a device’s frequency response.

In general, however, numerical methods must be used for

more complicated devices, including those with more than

one transducer and those using asymmetric structure designs

and/or SAW propagation directions. Such cascading of device

elements ensures that the model can simulate a wide variety

of designs.

The modeling approach used in this work is to implement

the effects of applied biases on the independent COM param-

eters and the device geometry, rather than on the basic COM

model itself [16]. The layered SAW sensor modeling detailed

in [14] uses an analogous technique, though this requires the

use of Green’s function and the boundary element method

(BEM) to evaluate some of the COM parameters. While this

approach has demonstrated good accuracy for layered devices,

the computational requirements for such numerical methods

can be considerable, especially when parametric studies are

to be performed. The SAW pressure sensor described in [15]

uses the COM model to evaluate the basic frequency response,

though here the applied biases are not integrated into the COM

parameters, nor are they used to predict device performance.
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As the COM approach detailed above is general in nature,

only minor additional assumptions are required to model

externally applied biases:

• Small loading effects: the COM approach is based on

perturbation theory, and thus the loading effects should

be small. For example, large strain fields causing gross

distortion of the substrate may introduce waveguiding

effects which would not be modeled. This is generally

not an issue for SAW sensors as they are limited to small

strains due to the brittle nature of the substrates. Other

biasing effects (e.g., from thermal or electrical fields) may

be included through the higher-order coefficients of the

substrate material if required.

• Homogeneous biasing fields within each COM structure:

as mentioned above, the COM parameters are constants

for uniform, unbiased structures. To retain this relation-

ship, it is useful to assume that the biasing fields within

each structure are also uniform. Even if the applied

biases on the substrate are homogeneous, some stress

concentrations may occur at the electrode-substrate in-

terfaces due to the deposited structures, but the effects

of these are included within the COM parameters. It

would be possible to split the P-matrices of the structures

into regions where individual loading effects are present

and then use cascading [14], but this was considered

unnecessary here as small biasing field gradients are

assumed. The basic COM model already allows each

structure to have different properties, and thus the biasing

fields in a reflector grating, for example, may be different

from those in the IDT.

It should be noted that, given the general nature of biased

electroelastic analysis [21], it is often prudent to analyze a

particular category of biases; only mechanical biases will be

considered in this work as strain measurement is the target

application. Extensions for thermal biases have been excluded

for brevity, but may be added in a straightforward manner

similar to that used in [10].

III. MODEL PARAMETERS

The determination of the independent COM parameters is

a key aspect of any COM model. This is most commonly

performed using perturbation methods [13], experimental fit-

ting of actual device responses [22] or numerical methods

[23]. The perturbation approach was chosen in this work

in order to investigate the COM parameters individually at

a low computational cost, thus demonstrating the effect of

each parameter (and its sensitivity) on the sensor’s frequency

response. The following subsections detail the biased device

geometry and the COM parameters. It should be noted that the

COM model only simulates the SAW propagation region, and

thus other parasitic factors in the device response (e.g., from

IDT busbars, bond wires etc.), as well as the device resistance,

must be treated separately. The surface waves are assumed to

propagate in the x1 direction, with x2 as the surface normal.

A. Biased geometry

The COM model requires the width a and height h of

each electrode, the SAW wavelength λ, the aperture W and
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Fig. 2. SAW velocity as function of propagation angle on ST-cut quartz

structure length L. For the IDTs designs used in this project

λ = 2p = 4a and L = Np, where N is the number of periods.

The strain due to the applied mechanical bias is given by the

generalised Hooke’s law:

Sij = sijklTkl (4)

where Sij is the strain due to applied loads and the sijkl are

the compliances of the substrate material; tensor summation

has been assumed [6]. The substrate stress Tkl depends on the

loading conditions of the substrate, which is assumed to be

known from finite element [9] or other methods. Sij is used

to find the strained values of a, h and W , which are related

to the other dimensions as above.

B. SAW velocity

For homogeneous biases, the SAW velocity may be calcu-

lated using the procedure outlined in [24]. Fig. 2 plots the

unbiased SAW velocities for free (vf ) and conducting (vc)
boundary conditions on ST-cut quartz, a common substrate

for SAW strain and pressure sensors. A related parameter

is the piezoelectric coupling coefficient K2, which may be

approximated as:

K2 ≈
2(vf − vc)

vf
(5)

Fig. 3 plots K2 for ST-cut quartz. The effects of applied

biases may be included as per [6]. It should be noted that this

method calculates the ‘natural’ velocity vn [25], which takes

into account both the change in the actual wave velocity and

the propagation path. The actual fractional change in velocity

for x1 propagation is given by [26]:

∆v

v
=

∆vn
v

+ S11 (6)

Although biased velocity results are usually given as natural

velocities (and thus ∆vn/v = ∆f/f ), here actual velocity

sensitivities will be presented. This is done in order to separate
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the effects of geometry change from those due to changes in

propagation properties, as required by the COM model used

here.

In general, mechanical biases on SAW strain sensors gener-

ate biaxial stress states [9], and thus the velocity sensitivities

to axial (i.e., dv/(vT11)) and transverse (dv/(vT33)) stresses

need to be evaluated. Fig. 4 plots these quantities for ST-

cut quartz, demonstrating the variation in sensitivities with

propagation direction. These can subsequently be superposed

for a particular stress state. While this method can model

the change in free-surface SAW velocity, the effect of the

deposited structures must also be considered. This velocity

change due to a periodic array of thin electrodes may be

described as a power series expansion on the relative electrode

thickness [13], [27], [28]:

∆v

v
≈

(

∆v

v

)

e

(

K2

2

)

+

(

∆v

v

)

m1

(

h

λ

)

+

(

∆v

v

)

m2

(

h

λ

)2

+ · · ·

(7)

where:

(

∆v

v

)

e

= −
1

2

(

1 +
L0.5(− cos(πη))

L−0.5(− cos(πη))

)

(8)

(

∆v

v

)

m1

=
ηπK2

Cn

(
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∣
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∣
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∣
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ρ′v2

+

∣

∣
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u3

ϕ

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(c2 − ρ′v2)

)

(9)

In the above expressions, Ln(x) is the Legendre function of

order n, η = a/p is the metallization ratio, Cn is the normal-

ized capacitance (see below), ui are the SAW displacement

components, ϕ is the free-surface potential, c1 and c2 are

related to the Lamé constants of the electrode material and ρ′

is the density of the electrode material. An advantage of this

particular form is that the biasing effects are naturally included

in ui and ϕ through the calculation of the biased velocity

referenced to the unbiased state [5], [24], as is the anisotropy

of the substrate. (∆v/v)m2 may be calculated from a separate

perturbation method [29], [30]. There are, however, significant

differences between the calculated (∆v/v)m2 values presented

in [30] and the limited experimental measurements available

(e.g., in [12]), thus it is preferable to calculate (∆v/v)m2

experimentally.

C. Electrode reflectivity

In a similar manner to that used for the effects of electrodes

on the COM velocity, the reflectivity of a periodic array may

be described by a power series expansion on the relative

electrode height [13], [27], [31]:

κ ≈
1

p

(

(κ)e

(

K2

2

)

+ (κ)m1

(

h

λ

)

sin(πη) + · · ·

)

(10)

where:

(κ)e = −
π

2

(

cos(πη) +
L0.5(− cos(πη))

L−0.5(− cos(πη))

)

(11)

(κ)m1 = −
πK2

Cn

((

u1

ϕ

)2

(c1 + ρ′v2) +

(

u2

ϕ

)2

ρ′v2

+

(

u3

ϕ

)2

(c2 + ρ′v2)

)

(12)

Previous work has demonstrated that expansions of κ to

first order are usually sufficiently accurate [31]. It should be

noted that, unlike ∆v/v, (κ)m1 (and thus κ) may be complex.

Fig. 5 shows the real and imaginary components of (κ)m1

for ST-cut quartz, demonstrating the considerable variation

in reflective behavior with propagation angle. The effect of
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biasing mechanical fields can be implemented in a similar

manner to those in (∆v/v), and thus κ can be made sensitive

to biases.

The reflectivity parameter illustrates the importance of con-

sidering the behavior of both the device and the propagating

waves when designing SAW sensors. Analysis of Fig. 3

indicates that maximum piezoelectric coupling is achieved for

ST-(X+34◦) propagation on this wafer cut, and from Fig. 4 the

velocity sensitivities are relatively high: both of these suggest

a useful sensor orientation. However, Fig. 5 shows that (κ)m1,

which is the dominant component of κ for this substrate, is vir-

tually minimized for this orientation. This would lead to poor

resonant performance using standard SAW resonator designs

(see Section IV). Knowledge of the reflectivity behavior has

previously been used to offset the small coupling of NSPUDT

devices [32], and the same principle may be applied to SAW

sensor design where the requirements of sensor sensitivity and

resonant performance must be balanced.

D. Transduction coefficient

The transduction coefficient α determines the coupling

between the excited SAW and the applied voltage. This

may be decomposed into components related to the substrate

properties, the SAW aperture and the electrode layout [33]. For

the IDTs used in this work, the magnitude of α as a function

of the wavenumber β = ω/v is given by:

|α(β)| =
|QF (β)|

λ

√

(

W

λ

)(

π(vf − vc)

εs(∞)

)

(13)

where εs(∞) is the effective permittivity of the substrate at

infinite slowness [34], [35]. The IDT element factor QF (β)
details the electrostatic charge contribution of a single IDT

‘cell’ [33], and for the IDTs used here is given by [36]:

QF (β) = 2εs(∞)
Lm(cos(πη))

L−s(− cos(πη))
sin(πs) (14)

where m+ s = βp/(2π), m is an integer and 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. The

phase of α is determined by that of QF (β). The inclusion

of εs(∞), vf , vc and the device geometry means that bias

sensitivity of α can be evaluated: this is generally small

relative to the orientational sensitivity plotted in Fig. 3.

E. Capacitance

The IDT electrodes in a SAW device act as distributed

capacitors, and thus capacitive effects must be considered

in the COM model. For weakly piezoelectric materials such

as quartz, the normalized capacitance of the IDT may be

approximated by its static capacitance:

C =
CnW

λ
(15)

where Cn is the capacitance per electrode pair per unit aperture

length [12]. For the IDTs used in this project, Cn may be

determined from [34]:

Cn = εs(∞)
L−0.5(cos(πη))

L−0.5(− cos(πη))
(16)

Unlike some of the other COM parameters, Cn is only

weakly dependent on the propagation direction, though it does

increase almost linearly with η around η = 0.5. As with most

of the other COM parameters, the dependence of C on the

device geometry (and on εs(∞)) renders it sensitive to applied

biases.

F. Attenuation

In the COM formulation, γ accounts for all of the acoustic

loss mechanisms in a structure. For ST-X quartz, the COM

free-surface attenuation is given by [34]:

γ ≈
0.47 + 2.62 × 10−9f

8685.9λ
(17)

where γ is measured in Nepers (1 Neper ≈ 8.6859 dB): the

equation is sensitive to biases through λ as above. In addition,

however, this parameter must also include losses from other

sources (e.g., surface defects, bulk wave parasitic modes etc.

[13]), which are difficult to model near the frequency ranges

of interest. Losses from beam steering and diffraction should

also be considered [34]. Recent work [37] has proposed more

complete attenuation modeling, but in practice this parameter

is usually measured experimentally.

IV. EXAMPLE APPLICATION

As an example application of the COM model, the measured

behavior of an unbiased synchronous 1-port SAW resonator

(SAWR) using ST-X propagation was compared against the-

oretical predictions. The measured COM parameters, which

were fitted to an experimental response with excellent corre-

lation, were presented in [38]. Table I compares these fitted

values against those calculated in Section III; the p subscripts

denote the COM parameters normalized to a unit period [13].

The following may be noted:

• The predicted v is larger than the measured value, pri-

marily due to the omission of the (∆v/v)m2 term from
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF FITTED COM PARAMETERS AND CALCULATED VALUES

FOR SYNCHRONOUS 1-PORT SAW RESONATOR

Parameter Fitted Value [38] Calculated Value

v (m/s) 3146 3152

κp -0.015 -0.021

αp(β0) (
√

1/Ωλ) 2.71 × 10−4 2.84 × 10−4

C (pF) 1.95 1.92

R (Ω) 21.6 –

γp (Neper/λ) 3.82 × 10−4 1.74 × 10−4
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Fig. 6. Admittance behavior of a synchronous ST-X SAWR near f0 using
fitted and calculated COM parameters. Device parameters were taken from
[38].

(7), as discussed above. Including a measured value of

this term ((∆v/v)m2 = −7.9 [12] for the ST-X quartz

orientation used in [38]) produces v = 3142m/s.

• The theoretical |κp| is significantly larger than the fitted

value, though more accurate predictions have been found

in other studies (e.g., [31]).

• Simulated values of αp and C are in good agreement

with [38]. The experimental value of the resistance R is

determined from the broadband response.

• As expected, the theoretical value of γp is smaller than

that measured as only free-surface attenuation has been

modeled.

Fig. 6 compares the modeled frequency responses using

both sets of COM parameters; the fitted value of R is used

in both cases. The larger theoretical reflectivity and lower

attenuation lead to an overestimation of the resonant response

magnitude. Similarly, the differing velocities cause a shift in

the resonant frequency, defined here as max(G). In general,

however, the theoretical parameters give a reasonable indica-

tion of device performance at a low computational cost, which

is sufficient for a parametric study.

As a comparison, the performance of an identical device us-

ing ST-(X+34◦) propagation, rather than the ST-X propagation

used above, has been simulated. v, κp, αp and C have been
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Fig. 7. Calculated admittance behavior of a synchronous ST-(X+34◦) SAWR
near f0. Device parameters taken from [38].

TABLE II
CALCULATED RESONANT FREQUENCY SENSITIVITIES OF 1-PORT

SYNCHRONOUS SAW RESONATOR TO APPLIED STRESSES FOR DIFFERENT

PROPAGATION DIRECTIONS

Parameter ST-X prop. ST-(X+34◦) prop.

df/(fT11) (×10−11 Pa−1) -1.66 0.97

df/(fT33) (×10−11 Pa−1) 0.45 -0.98

calculated as above, while R and γp are assumed to be the

same as the ST-X case for simplicity. The modeled resonant

response is plotted in Fig. 7, which is clearly inferior to those

shown in Fig. 6. As mentioned in Section III, this is because

of the low κ value of this orientation, even though K2 is

maximized. The resonant frequency is also shifted due to the

change in v.

As mentioned in Section I, the resonant frequency of the

sensor device is often the primary measurand, and thus its bias

sensitivity must be evaluated. Table II compares the calculated

frequency sensitivities to axial and transverse stresses for the

device detailed in [38] for different propagation directions. For

SAWR subject to applied stresses, the change in v is usually

dominant and thus df/(fTxx) ≈ dvn/(vTxx); numerical

results for the ST-X orientation correspond to those presented

in [9]. Similar behavior was noted in [14] for mass-loaded

devices, though in general the bias sensitivity of the COM

parameters depends on the type of applied bias.

There are significant differences between the sensitivities for

different stress components and propagation directions. The

device displays good T11 sensitivity and selectivity for ST-

X propagation, while the magnitudes of the sensitivities are

almost equal for ST-(X+34◦) propagation. This behavior is

particularly important in sensor designs where multiple SAWR

with different propagation directions are used on the same

biased substrate, e.g., to create the equivalent of a strain gauge

rosette. Each SAWR provides only a scalar measurement

(through its resonant frequency or phase shift) of the tensor

strain field, and thus measurements from several different
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SAWR are required to characterize the complete strain state.

The biased COM model allows the bias sensitivity of each

SAWR in a sensor to be evaluated, and thus the performance

of the whole sensor can be optimized. As an example, the

design of each resonator could be modeled to ensure that its

response is detectable in the presence of other devices, e.g.,

in frequency shift and resonant magnitude. In addition, bias-

insensitive devices may be evaluated in order to reduce the

effects of parasitic biases on the primary measurand.

V. CONCLUSION

The modeling of SAW strain sensors is an important con-

sideration both for sensor design and for the evaluation of

complete measurement systems. In this paper an integrated

modeling scheme for such devices using COM analysis has

been demonstrated. Following a description of the core COM

model, the modifications and assumptions required to incor-

porate biasing effects were described. The theoretical inde-

pendent COM parameters were then detailed, illustrating how

biasing effects may be incorporated within their definitions.

An example application was finally described to show how

the model may be used to predict device performance.

The modeling approach detailed in this work should lead

to a more unified description of SAW strain sensor behavior,

where biasing effects are combined with the general frequency

response of the device. In addition, the general nature of the

model should allow its application to a range of SAW sensor

types (temperature, pressure etc.), with the particular biases

applied to the COM parameters as above.
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